
China Aoyuan Short Report

Our research shows,China Aoyuan (3883-HK) $ China Aoyuan (03883) $ has carried out fraudulent

financial statements through:

1) Take"Real debt"The way,Passing tens of billions of borrowings through related parties such as

trusts and Aoyuan Equity Investment Funds,Injected into minority shareholders' equity in

subsidiaries,And long-term concealment and underreporting of profits attributable to minority

shareholders,Cumulative inflated net profit attributable to mother exceeds 3 billion yuan,Accounted

for at least half of the disclosed profits;

2) Approximately 20% of the contract sales and repayment amount in the past three years,This will

make the company's future carry-over revenue and profits far below management's guidance;

3) Regardless of the prohibition of the CBRC,Illegal introduction of trust loans,And use its financial

platform to finance parent company projects(Self-fusion).

Based on,We give China Aoyuan stock a strong sell rating,Target drop -50%,And asked the

company's auditor Deloitte to take a serious and responsible look at its related party

transactions,"Real debt"Drawer agreement and profit issues for non-controlling shareholders.We

have also submitted relevant information to the China Banking Regulatory Commission and the

People's Bank anonymously.,Call on regulators to investigate the matter thoroughly,Take

seriously,Look straight.

Report details can be viewed at link:Web links

Summary:

Aoyuan is a real estate developer in Mainland China,As a little-known real estate company,Very

rapid growth in performance over the past few years,Contracted sales increased from 15 billion

yuan in 2015 to 118 billion yuan in 2019,The core net profit attributable to the parent company

increased from less than 1 billion yuan in 2015 to an estimated 4 billion yuan in 2019,The stock

price has risen more than + 600% over the past three years.
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Amazingly,While the scale and profits are growing rapidly,Aoyuan's net debt ratio has been stable at

50% -65% during this period,Different from other fast-growing Chinese property stocks in the same

industry.we discover,The problem is mainly hidden in the shareholders' equity and profits of non-

controlling shareholders in the company's table.

Non-controlling shareholder shareholders have invested nearly 20 billion yuan in the past two

years,Contributed more than 60% of the net assets of Aoyuan listed companies,According to the

management's public guidance, it only contributed about 15% of equity sales,Sharing less than



20% of report profits,The gap is so big.Simultaneously,The long-term annual return on investment of

these tens of billions of funds is only about 3%,Not only is it significantly lower than the return of

Aoyuan's own real estate projects,Even at a level similar to bank deposit rates,Compared with the

relevant indicators of most real estate developers in the same industry, it is surprisingly low.,Can be

described as true"Living Lei Feng".

Compared with the other nine listed real estate companies,The return on investment (3.4%) of the

non-controlling shareholders of Rio Gardens in the past three and a half,And only about a fifth of

the industry average.Simultaneously,The gap between Aoyuan's non-controlling shareholders and

the parent company's returns is far ahead,The inequality of profit distribution relative to its equity is

also much higher than that of its peers,This is obviously not explained by normal income carryover

or project investment.



Despite repeated announcements from Aoyuan management"There is absolutely no clear debt in

minority interests",But a large development project,Commercial Property,Composition of Old Funds

and Small Real Estate Developers.Our research points to completely different results:A large part of



minority shareholders' equity is a high interest trust loan introduced by Aoyuan related parties,This

aspect makes the company's true debt ratio significantly higher than the disclosed value,What is

worse is that Aoyuan did not reflect the interest expenses attributable to the borrower in the income

statement.,Seriously exaggerated their profitability.In fact,The rapid growth of China Aoyuan in the

past few years has been built under extremely dangerous debt levels and high financial costs,Its

actual profitability is far less optimistic than the statements show.

We relatively conservatively assume a minority shareholder return of about 10% -12%,And use this

to re-evaluate the net profit of China Aoyuan,Found that 30% -70% of the company's reported

profits in the past few years have come from false increases,The total inflated profit is more than 3

billion yuan.Even if Aoyuan has issued an announcement saying that overall core profit will increase

by more than 40% in 2019,But we think its non-controlling shareholder's profit share will rise

significantly,As a result, the value of return to motherhood is significantly lower than expected.

at the same time,China Aoyuan ’s actual net debt ratio has remained above 300% for the past two

years,Almost five times higher than the disclosed value.Where trust financing is limited,The

company's funds are already very tight.



Besides,Our research shows:The contract sales repayment of Aoyuan in the past two years was

falsely reported by the company about 20%.Calculated based on 2016-1H2019 disclosure

data,Aoyuan's full-caliber contract sales amount is about 170 billion yuan,Consolidated Statement of

Real Estate Development Business Carry-over Revenue of Approximately 80 Billion,Net increase in

contract liabilities totals approximately 60 billion,The latter two add up to only 140 billion

yuan.Disclosure in accordance with management guidelines and Aoyuan Annual

Report,Contributions of associates and joint ventures to the group's contracted sales are

low,Therefore, the calculated values   of the above two calibers should not have such a significant

difference..False reporting of the contracted sales amount will affect the company's future revenue

carryover,Makes Aoyuan's actual profit significantly lower than market expectations.

of course,Developers misrepresent contract sales,Its true return rate has been decreasing year by

year,Carry-over income has failed to meet investor expectations for several years,This is a well-

known fact in the circle.Under the high pressure of the February outbreak,Overall sales data across



cities showed a year-on-year decline of around -80%,The contracted sales of listed developers fell

by only about -30% year-on-year.,Such"good grade"Ridiculous.

Besides,We found in the introduction of the website link of Aoyuan Wealth official website,Aoyuan

Wealth has always been equated with Guangzhou Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund Management

Co., Ltd.,Backing China Aoyuan as a shareholder,Continuous issuance of fixed income

products,Invest in the parent company's own real estate development project.This is exactly

prohibited by the regulator"Self-fusion",Suspected of serious violations.According to the data of the

above website,Since 2017,A total of 35 financing products issued and managed by Aoyuan Equity

Investment Fund,Cumulative financing amount exceeds 13 billion yuan,The scale of products

currently in operation is nearly 12 billion yuan.

Web links

Through insiders with China Aoyuan,Recent Employees,Interviews with relevant funding partners

and industry experts,We found that Aoyuan borrowed through related parties"Real debt"Zoom

lever,The practice of inflating profits and achieving rapid growth of financial data is an open secret

in the industry,Company executives know this too.however,Management concealed related party

transactions,And blatantly misled stock market investors on multiple occasions,Already suspected of

deliberate fraud.

We will thoroughly uncover this lie below.

Facts:

Based on information provided in Note 59 of the 2018 Annual Report,We looked at 22 subsidiaries

of China Aoyuan (3883-HK) with large non-controlling shareholders' equity,And use Tianyan check

to confirm the capital injection of shareholders,The list is as follows:

http://aoyuanfund.com/
https://www.maipdf.com/pdf/?email=enupzACiSKFDg


For details, please refer to the link here:Web links

Web links

we discover,Guangzhou Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd.,Zhuhai Dingsheng

Equity Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd. and different trusts,Composition of insurance and

investment companies.Trust,Insurance and other funds for investment purposes with a fixed rate of

return,In some cases, you can also enjoy partial returns at the project level,Impossible to accept a

return level of around 3%,Needless to say this.

More interesting are the two companies of Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund and Zhuhai

Dingsheng.In the annual report of China Aoyuan on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange,Did not directly

mention the relevant information of these two companies,Only mentioned on pages 386-390 of the

2018 Annual Report that there are"Independent third party"Transactions and capital injections of

subsidiaries.But we found that this is actually an important affiliate of Aoyuan.In the bond prospectus

disclosed by its wholly-owned subsidiary and domestic operating entity Aoyuan Group Co., Ltd. in

August 2019 on pages 45 and 78,We found two companies.

Related reports please refer to the link here:Web links

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2019/0417/ltn20190417302_c.pdf
https://www.maipdf.com/pdf/?email=enLeCFYDmr6OQ
http://www.sse.com.cn/disclosure/bond/announcement/company/c/3644161030871602778012062.pdf






Guangzhou Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd. as a wholly-owned subsidiary

of Aoyuan Group,It is a wholly-owned subsidiary of China Aoyuan (3883-HK),There is no way to talk

about the identity of an independent third party.

Zhuhai Dingsheng Equity Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd. as a related party of Aoyuan

Group,Its registered email address chkfeng @aoyuan .net is also exactly the same email address u

sed by Guangdong Aoyuan Commercial Real Estate Group, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aoyuan

(see page 45 of the above bond prospectus ).,Can be identified as acting in concert.

http://xueqiu.com/n/aoyuan
http://xueqiu.com/n/aoyuan
http://xueqiu.com/n/aoyuan
http://xueqiu.com/n/aoyuan


We also found,Ai Xiaolong, Supervisor of Zhuhai Dingsheng, also serves as Supervisor and

Director of Capital Center of Aoyuan Group,Mainly responsible for"Corporate fund management



and financing business management",Chen Yong, Executive Director of Zhuhai Dingsheng, also

serves as Vice President of Aoyuan Group,Mainly responsible for"Corporate investment and

financing management,Fund management and fund risk management and control"(For details,

please refer to the above bond prospectus on pages 84-85).Zhuhai Dingsheng's former legal

representative, Lin Hu, also worked in several Aoyuan related companies,Including legal

representative of Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund.In comparison,The executive teams of the two

companies have been basically the same people for a long time.



Sky eye check shows,Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund participated in the investment of a number of

Aoyuan companies,There is a complex equity relationship with them.



Public information,Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund has issued multiple fixed income products

through banks and trusts.According to related business people,The comprehensive borrowing cost

of this type of product has remained above 10% for a long time,In the second half of 2019, it was as

high as 15%..We conducted comprehensive statistics through the official website and app of



Aoyuan Wealth.Since the fourth quarter of 2017,There are 34 financing products issued by

Guangzhou Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd.,Cumulative financing amount

exceeds RMB 13 billion,The scale of products currently in operation exceeds RMB 12 billion.Product

introduction from official website,Look at the yield benchmark and distribution method,These

products all have the attributes of fixed income.

Among them, An Ying Jian Jian 2,Funds 3 and 4 directly correspond to the minority shareholders'

related parties on page 78 of the previous 2019 Aoyuan Group Bond Prospectus,And the so-

called"Anwen Fund"with"Robust Fund"Nothing more than such high-interest financing.

Some self-financing products on the site are still open for recruitment,The relevant staff also sent us

the following information:



We also found related financing products on the three parties' websites:

Bio Garden"Real debt"And inflated profits are more serious,It is a long time that the company has

flagrantly violated the regulations of the CBRC."Self-fusion".You can see in the introduction of

Aoyuan Wealth's official website,Aoyuan Wealth is Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund,The two are

completely identical.



When it comes to shareholders of Aoyuan Fund,The official website has moved out of Aoyuan

Group without hesitation..what is interesting,When we call the customer service hotline above 400-

999-3883,I directly contacted the front desk of Aoyuan Group headquarters..Front desk staff

enthusiastically went from the 18th floor to the 17th floor,Handed us over to the relevant sales of

Aoyuan Fund.Aoyuan's financial platform so directly raised a lot of funds,Cash machine,Did not fully

report to the regulatory authorities,Not to mention public disclosure on the Shanghai Stock

Exchange and the Stock Exchange.Aoyuan is really bold.

Guangdong Securities Regulatory Bureau even issued a warning letter to Aoyuan Equity

Investment Fund on December 11, 2019,Point out that some private equity products managed by



the company raise funds from unqualified investors,Seeing that the standardization of its operations

is quite questionable:

Web links

Simultaneously,Zhuhai Dingsheng as private equity manager,It has also issued too many private

equity investment funds and fixed income products in the past.,Most of them are directly related to

Aoyuan.When we ask as a customer,Found a fundraising book for Zhuhai Dingsheng's fund

products,The nature of its fixed income and the way in which the entire product is introduced are

similar to the products of Aoyuan Equity Investment Fund.We also got a clear answer in the

communication with the sales staff of the above-mentioned Aoyuan Fund:"Zhuhai Dingsheng is

only a channel company,The relevant chapters and accounts are actually managed by Aoyuan".It

can be seen that these companies are all operated by Aoyuan Group.

Web links

Web links

Web links

All the above findings point to a fact,That is, Aoyuan and its related parties have continuously

issued a large number of high-interest fixed income products in violation of regulations in the past

few years.,A large part of this has formed"Real debt"Trust,The average comprehensive interest cost

is at least 12% after adding channel fees.We even found out in the disclosure in note 59c of China

Aoyuan's 2018 annual report,The company continues to make dividend distributions to minority

shareholders,Can basically be determined as a distribution of fixed income,The average annualized

interest rate in these cases is as high as 15%.

http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/guangdong/gdjjgcs/201912/t20191211_367211.htm
https://www.maipdf.com/pdf/?email=enE8eS7WrZROo
http://gs.amac.org.cn/amac-infodisc/res/pof/manager/101000011790.html
https://dc.simuwang.com/company/CO00000SIB


Other related trust products issued by Aoyuan,We also collected public information as follows,Many

related party products are listed:

Web links

http://www.yanglee.com/Search/List.aspx


to sum up:

China Olympic Garden (3883-HK) in the past few years,To"Real debt"The way,Tens of billions of

loans were illegally passed through trust financing and related parties such as Aoyuan Equity

Investment Fund,Non-controlling interests injected into subsidiaries.The company has concealed

and underreported the profits attributable to minority shareholders since 2016,Cumulative inflated

net profit attributable to mother exceeds 3 billion yuan,Its true profit is less than half of the disclosed

value.Simultaneously,The company's contracted sales also have about 20% false reports,Worrying

carry-over income and profit levels.The most serious is,Aoyuan disregards the explicit prohibition of

the CBRC,Not only bringing trust loans to the real estate development business,Even more illegal to

use its own financial platform to finance parent company projects.Based on,We recommend

investors to sell China Aoyuan stock,Once auditors Deloitte and Chinese regulators thoroughly

investigate relevant issues,Aoyuan's stock price may fall by more than -50%.




